Jansson Postcards —

Meet the Inkydinks
By Susan HACK-LANE
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As we entered the Golden Age
of picture postcards, loosely
defined as 1904 - 1914, the Art
Nouveau style with its graceful
curves and long tendril lines of
hair, flowers and vines
dominated fashion and fantasy
in the art world and on
postcards. In the midst of this,
an American illustrator broke
the mold and took a bold
approach giving us characters
of odd wit and humor. Using
draftsman-like geometric
contours to create his
characters, he oﬀered unique,
rather unusual, comical forms.
Augustus Ludwig Jansson of
West Somerville, MA, was born
in 1866. He was an early
cartoonist, an illustrator in the
commercial art world, and
recognized for his artwork in
his neighborhood outside of
Boston. Unfortunately we are
left with little background to explain what brought Jansson and his artistic wit to his
employment in the advertising world so late in his life and for less than one decade.
Some would look at his art work and think Art Deco but his illustrations were done in the early
1900s before that term had been coined. As a cartoonist his work was designed for comic
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strips, book illustrations, advertising, and as a platform for his rhymsters; a name that he used
in referring to himself. Cartoon illustrations were only steps ahead of Jansson's postcard foray.
On postcards, like much of his other work, his figures were in outline, filled with a flat surface of
color. His bright-colored comical characters were face-on or in profile, and where possible,
were accompanied by a punch line. Two lengthy sets appear as self-published and printed on a
textured green paper. That in itself was odd for its time.
Series 4400 Heads, is a set of hat wearing faces with each
whimsical figure titled to define an odd character. The titles
reflect a humor that may escape us today or be oﬀensive –
notably, politically incorrect. If there is an underlying theme tying
all the figures and titles together I side with the notion that
Jansson had humor and wit to spare along with the chance to
play with puns, lines and curves. Along with copyright
information, the 1904 Series 4400 is marked as 18 cards to the
set, but amusingly, the set may include 20 cards.
Next we come to Series 4500
where Jansson's name on the
reverse of the card is incorrectly inscribed as Jannson. Was
he trying to trick us or did he have a dyslexic apprentice? This
series is labeled as 30 subjects and has two distinct features
which I separate into their own unique groups.
Rather than a study of
hats and heads, one
group of 4500s is fullfigured folks and the
other, figures with an
animal sporting an
advertising banner.
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On these you may find a not uncommon stamped
overprinting in red for Greetings from Ottawa, O. (Ohio).
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The animals are all facing left as in a procession and indeed, they introduce us to an
advertising event that took place in 1906. For a trade conference, the Queen City Printing Ink
Company presented Jansson’s Inkydinks, an extravagant parade of at least twelve advertising
“ink beasts” used to promote the company’s quality and variety of ink colors.
Back to the postcards of the parade figures where on one card you read of a political attribute.
Charles Murphy is named. On this card titled The Democratic Party the reference to Murphy
refers to one of the leading figure in New York's Tammany Hall. Another card references BenHur on A Prize Winner. Lew Wallace published this best selling American novel in 1880, a book
considered to be the most influential story on Christianity. The card with Happy Hooligan
relates to the 1900 introduction of the Frederick Opper hobo comic strip rather than the coined
term first used in the United Kingdom in the 1890s as a reference to a gang of rowdy youth.
Harder to find postcard series include a 10-card undivided-back set,
Colonial Characters, and a theater production advertisement for the
operetta Prince of Pilsen for which at least 4 cards have been
identified. Colonial Characters would
be used for Smith Sherman Company
of Boston (fine men’s clothing) in their
1906 - 1907 advertising campaign,
rotating twenty-four images. The
Prince of Pilsen was a Broadway
success (March to July 1903) but the
cards more likely represented an
opening production in Boston.
Also on postcards were other advertising figures for various
companies for which Jansson did regular work. Using some of his
early figures Jansson reworked and streamlined his Queen City
Publishing Ink personalities for companies such as the Chicago
music publisher Ransom H. Randall.
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Even more allusive are a handful of European cards published by
B.K.W.I. which could be attributed to none other than Jansson. Red
and black in color, moon-shaped eyelids, patterned designs, these
figures contain elements of Jansson's other work.
Jansson was singular in his style and
once you see his work it is easily
recognized. Check for yourself.
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Our advertising illustrator was unique in his time and in ours. Few
postcard collectors know of Jansson or his Inkydinks, but those who do, enjoy these novel and
witty postcards.
For a complete view of known postcards see www.Lockkeeper.com.
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